ESC project of volunteering teams in high priority areas
Camino de Santiago, (THE WAY OF SAINT JAMES), Galician (Spain)
1st June - 31st October
#XacobeAndo #CES #Xuventude #Xacobeo21

what is
Xacobeando is a project of volunteer teams in high priority areas
within the European Solidarity Corps.
From 1st June to 31st October 2022, Xacobeando will host 80
volunteers in 4 groups of 20 volunteers, helping in different locations in the 7 main routes of the Camino de Santiago in Galician
(Spain) with a duration of two months per group.
Xacobeando would like to welcome volunteers from participating
countries, (Estonia, Greece, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg,
Portugal, Slovakia or Spain), with a strong motivation to build a
positive impact on the community and on the pilgrims who carry
out the different routes of the Camino de Santiago.

context

The Camino de Santiago — understood as the grouping of routes
of medieval origin that have as their destination the Cathedral
of Santiago de Compostela where, according to tradition, the
tomb with the relics of the Apostle Santiago the Greater — has
been welcoming in its extensive journey of pilgrims since the
9th century. It has always been a meeting place for people and
cultures, always under the prism of tolerance, hospitality and
solidarity.
During the years 2021 and 2022 the Xacobeo Holy Year is
celebrated, to which millions of pilgrims of all nationalities of the
world will attend. This event only happens the year in which July
25, the feast of the Apostle James, coincides with Sunday. This is
not a frequent one, as it only happens 14 times every century.
The Xacobeo and the Camino de Santiago are one of the events of
greatest impact worldwide.
We want to take advantage of this event to carry out this
European Solidarity Corps project of volunteering teams in high
priority areas, that strengthens the concept of solidarity already
present on the Camino de Santiago, give visibility to the ESC and
European volunteer projects and disseminate the programme to
young people in the areas where the way is going, usually rural
areas with little representation and information about European
programmes.
The Camino de Santiago offers the volunteers enormous cultural
and intergenerational experiences by being in constant contact
with pilgrims from all over the world, multiple backgrounds, ages
and cultures, regardless of their condition, are rewarded with
the benefits that both physical activity and a healthy lifestyle can
bring to those who do it.
The aim is to focus on the ESC programme framework objectives:
Environmental protection, sustainable development and climate
action, inclusion and diversity, promoting a healthy lifestyle and
physical activity, mitigating the effects of COVID19 by adapting
actions to the new situation and fostering digital transformation.

The perspective of sustainability and inclusion on the Camino de
Santiago. We believe that with this project we can bring European
added value, including activities of environmental awareness,
enhancement of cultural and natural heritage, accompaniment
and integration of groups of people with special needs.

objectives
The project aims to address the following general objectives:

• Building inclusive societies by protecting vulnerable groups
from the impact of COVID19
• Promote health, healthy lifestyle, physical activity and wellbeing
• Respond to climate and environmental challenges by
promoting responsible and sustainable behaviour along the
Camino.
• Promote the digital skills of volunteers.
• Promote the citizen participation of young people in general,
and their European citizenship in particular.
• Develop solidarity and promote tolerance among young
people.
• Promote knowledge and relationships among young Europeans
with diferent cultures living together within the same framework
of coexistence, Europe.
• Work on interculturality through the participation of young
people from diferent backgrounds and the implementation of
intercultural activities.
• To facilitate the awareness and transmission of European
cultural diversity among young people through the participation
of young people from diferent backgrounds.
• Promote mutual understanding among young people from
diferent countries.

Among the specific objectives we highlight:
• Support vulnerable groups that carry out the Camino
• Promote the Camino de Santiago as an option of tourism and
sustainable mobility.
• Promote environmental awareness actions and restoration of
spaces in different sections of the road.
• Collaborate with the different digital activities of promotion
and accessibility of the Camino de Santiago, alleviating the
effects of the current health crisis.
• Collaborate with the reception service of pilgrims at the most
common transit points.
• Create an information service that allows the project to be
brought closer to the local population and its visitors, and to
carry out an awareness-raising work on the conservation of our
common heritage.
• To support the updating of the information resources on the
Camino in order to provide updated information and according
to the needs of the pilgrim.
• Contribute to a better knowledge of all the Camino, based
on a work of dissemination of each of the sections among the
pilgrims in our Community.
• Enhance the international image of the Camino de Santiago
as a way of exchange of cultures based on a work of real and
permanent contact between the young participants of the
project, the users of the services and the local population.
• Promote the participation of young people in European
programmes by providing knowledge of the European
programme in which it is part of.

for who?
There are several requirements from the programme itself and a
profile that we would like to focus on:

• 18-30 years old (not older than 31 on the first day of activities)
• Legal residents of participating countries: Estonia, Greece,
Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Portugal, Slovakia or Spain.
• Eager to take initiatives, to be proactive, team worker and
create opportunities.
• Eager to learn or already have the knowledge or experience
with the Camino de Santiago, art and culture, equality and
inclusion, sustainability, conservation and inclusion actions,
information campaigns, dissemination activities, awarenessraising workshops, accompaniment of groups, and intercultural
activities.
• With values and ideals of solidarity and European identity and
eager to share their culture.
• With communication skills, social skills, enthusiastic, creative
skills
• Ready to live in a rural place for 2 months.
• Ready to live and work together with people from different
cultures.
Special skills: any training or experience in design, computer
science or text-making, cultural and leisure activities, history and
art, is also positively valued.
Participants with some kind of special need will receive the
necessary specific support, both at the departure and during the
development of the activities, for their complete integration into
the project and their participation under the same conditions as
the other participants.

time frame
ROAD

NO. LOCATIONS

START DATE

END DATE

NO. VOLUNTEERS

French

2

1/06/22

31/07/22

10

Northern

2

1/06/22

31/07/22

10

Vía de la Plata

2

1/07/22

31/08/22

10

Portuguese

2

1/07/22

31/08/22

10

French

2

1/08/22

30/09/22

10

English

2

1/08/22

30/09/22

10

Winter

2

1/09/22

31/10/22

10

proposed
activities
Inclusive Camino: Volunteers will help to minimize the physical
obstacles they can detect in the sections of the Camino that hinder
the accessibility, routes to catalog black spots of difficult access,
proposal for inclusive actions for people with reduced mobility or
sensory barriers, accompaniment of groups with special needs,
leisure activities with groups with difficulties, Activities of inclusion of groups with difficulties…
Sustainable Camino: Volunteers will carry out awareness-raising and environmental protection activities that help to conserve
and improve the natural heritage along the Camino: routes for
observation of sections of the road and cataloging of points that
need intervention, the cleaning and conservation of some sections of the Camino, waste collection campaigns, elaboration of
protocols for environmentally sustainable actions, recycling and
waste management workshops…
Digital Camino: Volunteers will create digital resources on experiences on the Camino, map of pilgrims personal experiences,
map with volunteers origins and their cultural differences, repository to upload the best practices collected, social networks promotion, …
Hospitable Camino: Volunteers will collaborate with the hospitaleros in the daily reception and accommodation of pilgrims
at the hostels
Intercultural Camino: Volunteers will implement cultural exchange activities among pilgrims and local people to present the
characteristics of their cultures of origin.
Safe Camino: Volunteers will spread information and awareness-raising actions on anti-covid measures

European Solidarity Corps and Camino: Volunteers will carry
out dissemination campaigns (leaflets, workshops, round tables,
debates) among pilgrims, young people, or local authorities on
the opportunities that the ESC offers European youth.
Xacobeo and Camino: Volunteers will collaborate with the
dissemination of the cultural and artistic activities carried out
during the Holy Year Xacobeo to promote and disseminate this
event with worldwide impact, in their area of action, providing
information on the events scheduled by the Administration of the
Xunta de Galicia, the municipalities and local associations.

learning
outcomes
The project will contribute to the learning process of volunteers
in multiple ways.
Through participation in the different activities of the project,
volunteers are expected to learn, acquire or develop the following
skills that will contribute to their social and personal development:
• Prepare and develop support activities for groups with special
needs.
• Learn to be more tolerant, to respect opinions and different
points of view.
• Expand knowledge on the implementation of environmentally
sensitive activities.
• Develop skills in handling new digital applications..
• Know the activities and services offered during the Xacobeo
Year 2021/2022.
• Actively participate in the planning of various activities.
• Promote entrepreneurship with the proposal and organization
of activities created on its own initiative.
• Acquire teamwork skills with other young people and
professionals.
• Learn how to program, perform and evaluate intercultural
activities.
• Learn to present your own culture and country of origin.
• Acquire an in-depth knowledge of a new culture in all its
aspects.
• Learn to make public presentations and encourage oratory.
• Learn about the ESC programme and the possibilities it offers
to young people.
• Learn to be more patient, more open and more independent.
• Learn to respect the rules, listen, ask and be patient.
• Know the importance of discovering different mentalities and
cultures for your personal development and future life.
• Learn how to prepare and conduct informative activities.

do you want
to participate?
If you want to be an ESC volunteer in this project, please apply here
https://form.jotform.com/202532414086347

For more information please contact the Support organizations in sending
countries:
ESTONIA
INVOLVED mtü / info@involved.ee
GREECE
Hellenic Youth Participation / youth@hellenicyouthparticipation.com
ITALY
Associazione di Promozione Sociale Joint / esc@associazionejoint.org
LATVIA
Esilabs! / esilabs.evs@gmail.com
LITHUANIA
Socialinis veiksmas / mes.savanoriai@gmail.com
LUXEMBOURG
Agence Nationale Pour L’information Des Jeunes / lia.kechagia@anij.lu
PORTUGAL
ProAtlântico – Associação Juvenil / sveenvio@proatlantico.com
SLOVAKIA
Mladiinfo Dolný Kubín / evs@mladiinfo.sk
SPAIN
Asociación Mundus / beatrice@asociacionmundus.com
Local Coordinator
Escola de Tempo Libre Don Bosco / xacobeando@cxdonbosco.org

